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Carl D. Peterson 
I001   Public Individual 

Comment 1 I am enclosing a copy of my examination of the commercial airline industry 
(Attachment One: A Snapshot of the Commercial Aircraft Industry, Updated 
10November [sic] 2005) that is par of the FEIS but apparently ignored or unread in 
their analysis.  A quick summary reveals the following since 911. 

• The seven largest legacy carriers have withdrawn 722 aircraft from service 
since 2000.  Jet providers have increased the withdrawal even further  

• Industry employment was reduced from 442,800 to 354,000 including 
10,000 pilots well Delta just rehired 59. 

• The ATA estimates 2,200 daily flights were but by 2003. 
• Losses within the industry now exceed $35 billion. 
• Since 2001 PFN has lost Tampa and Dallas Fort Worth as destinations and 

has had flights and capacity reduced by 52%. 
• PFN has only Jet Providers with aircraft inventories as small as 30 aircraft 

flying into and out of this airport at this time.  Both mainline carriers for 
whom they are under contract are in bankruptcy and have cut their 
capacities by nearly 25%. 

• Passenger traffic at PFN continues to decline with a 5% loss in 2005 and 
2006 YTD is down an additional 5.74%.  Three of the last five years has 
shown declines. 

• PFN air fares are often near exorbitant compared to neighboring 
commercial airline facilities such as Pensacola and Okaloosa Regional 
Airports. 

• Legacy carriers are not filling voids in service when low cost carriers pull 
out or collapse as did Independence Air. 

  
Response FAA recognizes that the aviation industry experiences fluctuations in activity. Such 

fluctuations do not necessarily reflect long-term trends in the aviation industry in 
general or in any particular market. Long-term trends have historically and will 
continue to reflect long term growth.  FAA acknowledges that there was a downturn 
in the aviation industry immediately following the attacks of 9/11. However, 
generally the aviation industry has rebounded nationally and at PFN. In addition, 
airline bankruptcy does not indicate that service will cease in a given market.  As 
airlines exit and enter markets there will be short-term fluctuations in airport 
operations in a given market.  The size of the aircraft and frequency of operations 
and market destinations are business-based decisions made by individual airlines and 
the FAA plays no role in those decisions.   

  
Comment 2 It is interesting to note that the FEIS contains letters from two (2) AF generals.  One 

letter from B/G Larry D New, dated 3Sept.2002, Volume II Appendix, cites the need 
to “deconflict” traffic in order to avoid putting “commercial aircraft and high 
performance fighter aircraft in close proximity” which is a distance of nine nautical 
miles.  He notes that the move would facilitate the deconfliction of the respective 
airfields traffic.  BG New’s letter is not classified as a response from a federal 
agency as identified in Volume III: Response to Comments Federal, State, and Local 
Agencies; however, BG Jack Eggington, Commander 325thFighter Wing, dated 
25Jan 2005 is listed as an US Department of Defense – Department of the Air Force 
input 

  
Response Brigadier General New’s letter was provided prior to publication of the DEIS, while 

Brigadier General Eggington’s letter was in response to the DEIS review.  Both 
letters have been treated appropriately in the FEIS.  

  
Comment 3 Nothing is said about what takes place if the VORTAC coverage is inadequate and 

does not meet TYN’s operational needs in the new location.   
  



Carl D. Peterson 
I001   Public Individual 

Response The Panama City VORTAC is listed on the DOD Protected Navaid List.  However, 
if the Panama City airport is relocated, the FAA intends to support relocation of the 
PFN VORTAC provided the same degree of coverage can be achieved at a new 
location.  Any relocation of the VORTAC shall be done in service (e.g., no loss of 
function or coverage during installation of the facility). No specific site has been 
identified at this time.  The FAA is in the process of looking for a new VORTAC 
site, but no design or construction has occurred. 

  
Comment 4 BG New’s view of the situation and the Sponsor’s hanging its case on it for 

relocation is wrong. 
  
Response This comment consists of a statement of opinion to which FAA can not provide a 

reasonable response.  Brigadier General New’s comments were considered as input 
to the EIS process but were not the basis for FAA’s development of purpose and 
need or decisions.    

  
Comment 5 There is no reason to believe that relocating the civil airport will reduce the incidents 

of wandering VFR pilots.  While it doesn’t reflect the number of encounters in 
Special Use Airspace, it does indicate that the radar agencies, to the maximum extent 
possible, provide effective traffic calls and avoidance vectors when and as required.   

  
Response This comment is a statement of opinion and speculation on the part of the 

Commentor and the FAA cannot provide a meaningful response.  This specific 
comment is made as an argument in support of a statement that the Airport Sponsor 
is wrong for using the need to reduce the potential for airspace interactions as a 
reason for relocating the airport.  The FAA notes that this is only one element of the 
Airport Sponsor’s purpose and need for the project, as documented in Section 2.4 of 
the FEIS. 

  
Comment 6 According to 325th FW authorities the procedures for working traffic in and out of 

PFN has been refined over the years and there is little or no impact to either military 
or civil air traffic.  While there are frequent delays for both military and civilian 
aircraft to depart, the FAA doesn’t consider anything a delay until the delay is at 
least 10 minutes.  Seldom does Tyndall air traffic control have to delay an aircraft 
over 10 minutes due to traffic. 

  
Response Delay is not an issue at PFN, is not included in the purpose and need, and was not a 

consideration of the Airport Sponsor in definition of the proposed project.  The 
purpose and need of the proposed project is the ability to meet FAA safety and 
design standards, provide for aviation demand within the defined market area, and be 
compatible with current airspace configuration and utilization. 

  
Comment 7 What is the reason for the move? It cannot be flying safety with a record as above. 
  
Response The FAA clearly defines the Purpose and Need for the Airport Sponsor’s proposed 

project in Section 2.4 of the FEIS.   
  
Comment 8 Further, I cannot understand how the FAA supports the Sponsor’s alleged clash of 

military and civil aircraft at TYN and PFN when they have a commercial airport 
with about 2600 operations per day with a peak hour of 245 operations including a 
fifth new runway all within 2 miles of each other (I’m referring to Atlanta) and 
disapprove the current PFN and TYN’s three runway operation, about 16 operating 
hours per 5 day week with 3 runways 10 miles apart and opt for a relocated PFN in 
the hinterlands of Bay County – West Bay. 
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Response Comparisons of operations or procedures at particular airports or within particular 

airspace environments are not meaningful because of the varying conditions at the 
specific locations being compared.  The number of operations at any given airport or 
how the airspace is operated at other airports is not relevant to the comparison of 
alternatives in this EIS.   The purpose of the “Compatibility with Airspace 
Configuration/Utilization” criterion is to ensure that any alternative would not 
increase the potential for airspace conflicts as a result of the Airport Sponsor’s 
proposed project. 

  
Comment 9 Just within the past few weeks the FAA (Using Kimley-Horn on both projects) and 

the ATL Sponsor announced their intent to operate 240+ operations PER HOUR on 
five runways within 2 miles of each other, with FTK 10nm away (346 ops/day), 
PDK 16nm away (639 ops/day) and MGE 17 nm away (private use/military 
including F/A 22 manufacturing test flights).  The “complexity” of turning the ATL 
operation from an east approach to a west approach or vice versa must exceed the 
cumulative alleged “complexity” and “potential of conflicts” of PFN airspace for 
years if not decades to come.  One may conclude that the FAA is either reckless at 
ATL or fleckless [sic] at PFN. 

  
Response The FAA acknowledges the comment. 
  
Comment 10 Further, you can rationalize that using the same consultant on both ATL and PFN 

projects, Kimley-Horn and Associates, had some bearing on the decision. 
  
Response This is not a comment on the FEIS and the FAA is not able to provide a meaningful 

response. 
  
Comment 11 As far as I can determine the FAA’s “District Office” did not even seek an official 

opinion from FAA’s airspace experts, but relied solely upon the Sponsor’s solicited 
comments from the long since departed 35th Fighter Wing Commander whose letter 
was misunderstood by PFN Airport Authorities and subsequently ignored by his 
successor, the wing commander whose comments are carried in Section III of the 
FEIS, B/G Jack Eggington. 

  
Response The FAA has reviewed the Draft ALP, provided by the Airport Sponsor, with regard 

to airspace issues, and has coordinated with FAA Air Traffic, the military liaison to 
the FAA Southern Region, and Tyndall AFB.  A formal airspace study is currently 
being conducted by the Airport Sponsor.  The study will result in resolving airspace 
issues related to the relocation of the airport.  

  
Comment 12 One gets the impression that the FAA is acting arbitrarily when it sets out to relieve 

“potential conflicts” rather than applying its own resources to solving a miniscule 
problem of allocating airspace as cited above rather than looking at all reasonable 
and prudent alternatives, but instead falls on the Sponsor’s word as the “Final 
Solution.” 

  
Response The FAA acknowledges that over time the FAA and the DOD have established 

procedures that allow PFN and Tyndall Air Force Base to work together and would 
continue to do so in the future.  Airspace issues are considered by the FAA for every 
project involving changes to an existing airfield or development of a new airfield.  
The airspace criterion was established to ensure that any alternative would not 
increase the potential for airspace conflicts. 

  
Comment 13 Can you rationalize this approach to airport relocation other that giving the sponsor 

what they want; or alternatively, justify your rationale for the proposed relocation? 
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Response The rationale behind the relocation of the airport to the West Bay Site is provided in 

Section 2.5.2 of the FEIS.   
  
Comment 14 Finally, I am not an environmentalist by any means but some dichotomies show up 

that I can relate to when the sale of the airport property comes to the front and center.  
I am referring to the FEIS that involves the Sponsor’s plans for sale and 
redevelopment of the current airport.  The data included in the EIS, Table 2-1, 
Existing Site Redevelopment Options…includes four variable scenarios the first of 
which boggles my mind.  It includes a 250 slip marina. 

  
Response Table 2-1 includes the three potential development scenarios presented in the Airport 

Sponsor’s RFP and Background Report for the proposed redevelopment of the 
Existing Airport Site and a composite scenario with intense development for each 
land use category.  The Commentor is correct that the composite development 
scenario includes a 250-slip marina.   The remainder of this comment is a 
Commentor’s opinion to which the FAA believes a response is not necessary.  

  
Comment 15 Now we have a 2200 ft runway extension thrown out and a 250 marina slips 

substituted as a contaminator of Goose Bayou that, in the long term, will more than 
likely cause more environmental damage than the runway extension when you add in 
a golf course, condominiums and retail outlets.  So what we have is the destruction 
of St. Andrew Bay’s biodiversity with the ruination of Goose and Robinson Bayou, 
the destruction of two creeks and surrounding terrain at the proposed location; and, 
the outward of our main attractions.  

  
Response The FAA acknowledges that there will be future development at the existing airport 

site, however, the precise form of that redevelopment is yet unknown.   The 
information regarding the potential development scenarios was the best available 
information at the time of FEIS publication.  The three scenarios presented in the 
RFP represent only three scenarios of a potentially limitless number of 
redevelopment options, any of which might be approved.  The remainder of this 
comment is a Commentor’s opinion to which the FAA believes a response is not 
necessary. 

  
Comment 16 Just this past Sunday 11June 2006 it was reported that the miniscule Panama City 

Crayfish has been put on the threatened list. How many more will be added to the list 
as the destruction of land and sea habitat takes place to bring a new airport to Bay 
County that handles a robust 12 commercial airline flights per day. 

  
Response It is incorrect that the Panama City Crayfish has been “placed on the threatened list”.  

However, it is true that the FWC determined on June 7, 2006 that a change in status 
from species of special concern to threatened was warranted.  The FWC is currently 
seeking public input for the preparation of a management plan, but the status of this 
species remains valid until a management plan is approved.  The remainder of this 
comment is not a comment on the FEIS and the FAA is not able to provide a 
meaningful response. 

  
Comment 17 In conclusion the FAA and the State of Florida are funding an airport relocation 

somewhere between $300 to $400 million with land use proposals that could well 
destroy the biodiversity of St. Andrew Bay.  For what?  A Commercial aviation 
operation which has been cut by 52% leaving 12 flights per day with no 
military/civil aircraft traffic problems; and, the F-22’s presence for the last three 
years not being a threat to or threatened by civil/military air operations?  It leads me 
to believe this is more a land deal and not an airport deal.  
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Response This is not a comment on the FEIS and the FAA is not able to provide a meaningful 
response. 

  
Comment 18  Introduction:  The commercial aviation manufacturing and transportation industry 

has sunk into a prolonged and the most painful slump in aviation history.  Why 
won’t the various authorities recognize that building a new airport at a remote 
location to accommodate an alleged increase in passenger travel and form a base for 
major industrial expansion to the tune of $250 to $400m is a high risk investment.  
Considering the fact that the aviation industry, as noted above, is in a major 
economic shakeout?  What rationale do they have to counter the following analysis?  
What are the specifics that justify such a horrendous expenditure in light of today’s 
events? 

  
Response FAA recognizes that the aviation industry experiences fluctuations in activity. Such 

fluctuations do not necessarily reflect long-term trends in the aviation industry in 
general or in any particular market. Long-term trends have historically and will 
continue to reflect long term growth.  The Airport Sponsor has proposed the project 
in response to anticipated future aviation demand in the region. However, generally 
the aviation industry has rebounded nationally and at PFN.  The FAA is charged with 
implementation of federal policies under its statutory authority.  It is within this 
statutory authority that the FAA is responding to the Airport Sponsor’s proposal to 
relocate the existing airport.  Regarding comments relating to risk associated with the 
Airport Sponsor’s proposed project, those comments should be directed to the 
Airport Sponsor.  The FAA is not able to provide a meaningful response to those 
comments. 

  
Comment 19  Subjectively, the study concludes it is wrong to spend $250 to $400 million plus on a 

new airport in light of today’s economic conditions.  The commercial aviation 
turmoil, the reduced commercial airline aircraft use of PFN, future low passenger 
traffic counts due to the loss of USAIR, Skywest and two major hubs; and, also in 
relation to our neighbors, and our limited population growth potential (We are not 
going to be a Fort Meyers). 

  
Response This statement is the Commentor’s opinion and not a substantive comment on the 

FEIS.  Therefore, the FAA is not able to provide a meaningful response. 
  
Comment 20  We can do substantially better with what we have with little or no significant impact 

on current airport facilities; and, we can retain earnings for the time being and use 
the resources to relocate, when needed, when growth is restored and more opportune 
economic conditions not only for the country but primarily for the aviation industry 
prevail. 

  
Response Please see the response to Comment 19 above. 
  
Comment 21  With Delta’s withdrawal from the Dallas Forth Worth cuts in Comair flights to 

Cincinnati, PFN lost two weekend connections and gained two daily Delta 
connection flight to Orlando.  On 9January 2005 USAIR ceased operations at PFN 
and this reduced the daily flights to 12 per day. 

  
Response See response to Comment 18 above.  In addition, as airlines exit and enter markets 

there will be short-term fluctuations in airport operations in a given market.   
  
Comment 22  Their fleet will consist of 281 mainline jets and 169 RJs and are the key to the new 

schedule.  As of 9Jnuary[sic] 2005 USAIR NO LONGER SERVES PFN. 
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Response This is not a substantive comment on the FEIS and the FAA is not able to provide a 

meaningful response. 
  
Comment 23  
 

In light of the above with PFN’s commercial aviation growth attract the likes of the 
LCCs or the Regional Airlines? 

  
Response Please see the response to Comment 18. 
  
Comment 24  Southwest operates a fleet of 393 Boeing 737s with an average seating capacity of 

130 passengers.  Their average load factor is 66.8% or 87 passengers per flight.  Of 
PFNs 187,066 enplanements in 2003, ASA, the Delta Connection, carried about 75% 
of the passengers.  Is PFN the profit making target for Southwest’s entry into our 
market?  I doubt it based on their current course of action as noted above. 

  
Response This comment is the Commentor’s opinion and is not a substantive comment on the 

FEIS.  Therefore, the FAA is not able to provide a meaningful response. 
  
Comment 25  Question. Does the Airport Authority envision a battle of the giants for this segment 

of the market?  Do they envision a new destination as an attraction in lieu of the 
Delta Connection to Atlanta?  What does the AA board have in mind in terms of a 
“marketing plan” beyond FAA’s terminal area forecast for PFN (320,000 
enplanements in 2020) to entice a LCC or a regional air carrier let alone a network 
airline to come to our commercial aviation market?  Can it be substantiated by state 
or federal approved population and or economic growth expansion data?  Does the 
axiom “Build and They Will Come” overcome the evidence provided herein?  If so, 
can the Airport Authority disprove it in a substantive manner? 

  
Response Please see the response to Comment 1.  This is not a substantive comment on the 

FEIS and the FAA is not able to provide a meaningful response. 
  
Comment 26  As reported in the News Herald when Panama City-Bay County International Airport 

Authority and the St. Joe Company joined forces, Mr. Randy Curtis, Executive 
Director, noted, “It would be a challenge.  If we go to a new airport, we’ve got to 
show the justification that there is a good solid need.”  In light of the above as 
President Ronald Regan once said, “Where’s the Beef?  The public and local, state 
and the federal government are owed substantive justification and not glittering 
generalities. 

  
Response This is not a substantive comment on the FEIS and the FAA is not able to provide a 

meaningful response. 
  
Comment 27  If the above actions were taken, then Mr. Curtis’s comments nearly five years ago 

that “if we got to a new airport, we’ve got to show the justification that there is a 
good solid need” would be fulfilled rather than rolling out economic reports, as in the 
past, make for good public propaganda but fail under close examination. 

  
Response This is not a substantive comment on the FEIS and the FAA is not able to provide a 

meaningful response. 
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Comment 28   There are differences in the St. Andrew Bay inventory and the Indian River Lagoon 

inventory worth mentioning.  As an example, the Indian River inventory includes 
birds that fly over the lagoon while the St. Andrew Bay inventory includes only 
those species with a direct estuarine habitat requirement.  If one were to use the same 
criteria for the St. Andrew Bay inventory as used for Indian River than the St. 
Andrew Bay inventory could add 206 species to the list. That would include 17 
species of fish, 3 species of amphibians, 10 species of reptiles, about 100 species of 
birds and 32 species of mammals. The above illustrates that St. Andrew Bay’s 
diversity is at least as great as that of the Indian River Lagoon and state and federal 
agencies as well as our elected representative at all levels of government should 
focus their attention on the conservation of St. Andrew Bay’s biodiversity. 

  
Response This is not a substantive comment on the FEIS and the FAA is not able to provide a 

meaningful response. 
 



Ms. Catherine M. Lang 
Acting Associate Administrator 
For Airports 
1J.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration 
800 Independence Ave. SW 
Washington DC 20691 

Dear Ms. 1,ang: 

I appreciate your 28 April 2006 response to my letter fonvarded to you by Senator Mel Martinez. 
I would have responded soouer but elected to wait until 1 had a chance to make at least a cursory 
review of the FAA's Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).on the proposed relocation of 
the Panama City-Bay County International Airport (PFN). I received a print copy in mid May (all 
221bs of it) plus a CD version with a cover letter. Before commenting on the FEIS, I'd like to take 
exception to one of your comments. I'm referring to: "We are aware the airline industry is 
undergoing some fina~icial challenge." As 1 see it, it is more than "some financial challenge" 

I am enclosing a copy of my examination of the co~nmercial airline industry (Attachment One: A 
Snapshot of the Commercial Aircraft Industry, Updated IONovernber 2005) that is part of the 
FEIS but apparently ignored or unread in their analysis. A quick summary reveals the following 
since 91 1. 

e 'The seven largest legacy carriers have withdrawn 722 aircraft from service since 2000. 
Jet providers have increased the withdrawal even further 
Industry employment was reduced from 442,800 to 354,000 including 10,000 pilots, 
well Delta just rehired 59. 
The ATA estimates 2,200 daily flights were cut by 2003. 	 1 

0 	 1,osses within the industry now exceed $35 billion. 
Since 2001 PFN has lost 'I'ampa and Dallas Fort Worth as destinations and has had 
flights and capacity reduced by 52%. 
PE-N has only Jet Providers with aircrafl inventories as small as 30 aircraft flying into 
and out of this airport at this time. Both mainline carriers for whom they are under 
contract are in bankruptcy and have cut their capacities by nearly 25%. -	 Passenger traffic at PEN continues to decline with a 5% loss in 2005 and 2006 YTD is 
down an additional 5.74%. Three of the last'five years has shown declines. 
PFN air fares are often near exorbitant compared to neighboring commercial airline 
facilities such as Pensacola and Okaloosa Regional Airports. 

e 	 Legacy carriers are not filling voids in service when low cost carriers pull out or collapse 
as did Independence Air ,,--

With the above in mind I did read through significaul segments of the FEIS and will respond as 

appropriate before the 7July 2006 deadline. There are a couple of areas that puzzle? me. 


As the former conlu~ander of the USAF Air Defense Weapons Center, Tyndall AFB F1 from 
February 1973 to June 1977, I am intimately familiar with military air operations from that base 
when there was a complement of aircraft totaling over 90 jet fighter and training aircraft assigned 
at the time. Further our training programs included joint training with US Navy and Marine Corp 
fighter units (both active and reserve) as well as those assigned to USAF Tactical Air Command, 
USAFE and PACAF plus Air National Guard and Canadian Air Forces. At times we had up to 
160 fighters on the base for air exercises ranging from weapons meets, dissimilar air combat 



training, air defensc exercises plus norlnal training missions; and, of course an unma~lned drone 
operations involving, at the time, the F102 operating off the main runway pending the 
construction of a drone runway. In addition, we had an air defense missioir with aircraft on 24 
hour alert seven days per week. Finally, we had pretty much the same airspace that TYN has 
today. I don't believe it has changed nruch in the past three decades if not longer. Busy? You 
better bclieve it was. Today TYN is a whimper of its former self. 

It is interesting to note that the FEIS contains letters froin two (2) AF generals. One letter from 7 
Bi<i Larry D New, dated 3Sept.2002, Volume I1 Appendix, cites the need to "deconflict" Iraffrc /
in order to avoid putting "conlmercial aircrafl and high perforrnancc fighter aircraft in close i 
proximity" which is a distance of nine ciaotical miles. He notes that *lie move would facilitate tire 1 '2 
deconfliction of the respective airfields traffic. BG New's letter is not classified as a response 1 

1 
from a federal agency as identified in Volume JJJ: Responses to Comments Federal, State, and t 
Local Agencies; however, BG Jack Egginton, Commander 325thFighter Wing, dated 25Jan 2005 i
is listed as an US Departn~ent of Defense -Department of the Air Force input ,..,"4 

B(; Egginton's letter emphasizes the integrity of and access to the current airspace set aside for 
the qualification of combat ready F-15 and F-22 pilots and the need to maintaitr the current 
configuration in order to maintain the combat capability of the Air Force. He also notes that the 
Panama City VORTAC is a critical NAVAID for the local flying environment. The FAA's 
response was to note the comments on the airspace needs and the VOR'I'AC would be relocated 
if PFN is relocated provided the same degree of coverage can he achieved. Nothing is said about 
what takes place if the VOIVl'AC coverage is inadequate and does not meet TYN's operational 5 
nccds in the new location. 

In my opinion, BG Egginton's coinments are the primary concern in so far as the Air Force is 
concerned simply because the loss of airspace would be detrimeiital to the Air Force inission at 
7YN. BG New's view of the situation and the Sponsor's hanging its case for relocatio~l on it is 
wrong. Here are Two (2) reasons why: 

-Reason One: According to the 325thFighter Wing's Airspace Management ChieSand the wing's 
flight safety orrice the AF training operations experienced one (1)  single "mar miss" in 2005 and 
one ( 1 )  single near miss ~ I I2004. Both incidents involved VFK incursions into special use 
airspace and not airline or other jet aircrafi using coordinated routes and procedures that are 
s~~pposedly"potential confljcts." There is no reason to believe that relocating the civil airport "') 
will reduce the incidents of wandering VFR pilots. While it doesn't reflect the nuniber of' t -7 
encounters in Special Use Airspace, it does indicate that the radar agencies, to the maxiinurn k '" 
extent possible, provide effective traffic calls and avoidance vectors when and as required. --& 

According to 325" FW authorities the procedures for working traffic in and out of PFN has beel 
refined over the years and there is little or no inipact to either. tnilitary or civil air traffic. Whil 
there are frequent delays for both militaiy and civilian aircrafr to depart, the FAA doesti' 
consider anything a delay until the delay is at least 10 minutes. Seldom does Tyndall air traffic 
control have to delay an aircraft over 10 minutes due to traffic. 

-Keason T w a  Just how busy are both PFN and TYN with respect to air traffic operations? The 
data illustrated cotnes from the 325"' Fighter Wing Airspace Management Division and from 
PTN's Air Activity Report for the year 2005 



-- 
- - 

r---
Unit Hourly 

7386 23 
7246 --15 . 

Total-.- ---. 14632 3657 61 .-1 38" J 

"Based on five day week. TYN is closed SatiSun. f'FN's 15 per hour is the sole SatISun 
operations 
Source: T'YN data for calendar year 2005 

PFN data based on PFN Activity Report for JanIApr 2006 period 
Hourly data based on I6 hour day 

Just think that with a combined total of 175,584 landings and take offs in 2005 only one near miss 
occurred in 2005 which is cerlainly insignificant and certainly is no justification for moving the 
PFN Airl,orl from its current location. There was also only one near miss in 2004. So!! What i s 2  & 
the reason for the move? It cannot be flying safety wi1:h a record as above. 

I cannot believe that the TYN's Approach Control personnel and capabilities, as shown above. 

suggests they are incapable of handling this so-called traffic "congestion" on a daily basis with 

tile airports separation of ten miles. 


Fllrtber, I cannot understand how the FAA supports the Sponsor's alleged clash of milit;iry and 

civil aircraft at TYN arid I'PN when they lrave a commercial airport with about 2600 operations 

per day with a peak hour of 245 operations including a fifth new runway all within 2 miles of 

each otller (I'm referring to Atlanta) and disapprove the current PFN and TYN's three runway 

operation, about16 operating hours per 5 day week wit11 3 runways 10 miles apart and opt fur a 

relocated PFN in the hinterlands of Ray County--West Bay. 


Just within the past few weeks the FAA (IJsing Kimley-Horn on both projects) and the ~7.11 
Sponsor announced their intent to operate 240+ operations PER HOUR on five runways within 2 f 
miles of each other, with F2TK I Onm away (346 opslday), PDK I 6n1n away (639 opslday) and 1 c3 
M(il5 17nm away (private i~selmiiitary including FIA 22 manufacturing test flights), flie 
"complexity" of turning the ATL operation from an east approach to a west approach or vice II ' I  
versa must exceed the cu~nulative alleged "complexity" and "potential of conflicts" of PFN 
airspace for years if not decades to come. One may conclude that the FAA is either reckless at 1 

.-t
A'TI., or fleckless at PFN. 

Ftrrlher, you can rationalize that usins the same consultant on both ATL. and PFN projects, $0 
Kimley-Horn and Associates, had some bearing on the decision. As far as 1 can determine the -
t:AA's "District Office" did not even seek an official opinion from FAA's airspace experts. hut 
relied solely upon the Sponsor's solicited comments from the long since departed 35"' Fighter . . 

\ 1
Wing Commander whose letter was misunderstood by PFN Airport Authorities and subseqoently 1
ignored by his successor, the wing colnrnander whose comments are carried in Section 121 of the Ar 
Ft lS,  BIG Jack Eggington. His cornments are more directed toward the real issue - air space 
curltwl -- and more ba~ ign  than those of the since departed former comma~lder. One gets the-? 

t 
iinprcssion that the FAA is acting arbitrarily when it sets out to relieve "potential conflicts" rather I 

than applying its own resources to solving a miniscule problem of allocating airspace as cited j 


above rather than looking at all reasonable and prudent alter~~atives, hut instead falls on the -/

Sponsor's word as the "Final Solution." 




111 addition. al l  one has lo do is look at I'ensaeola Regional Airport with The US Navy's Dine 
Angels located at Shennan Field just nine miles from PXS with a restricted area from zero to 
420011 for acrobatic demonstration training purposes; and, throw in Okaloosa Regional Airport 
with its joint use lease good until 2031 with Cglin AFB home to a F15 tactical fighter wing. an 
Air Force weapons test and evaluation mission, two auxiliary airfields with SOF C130 aircraft 
and helicopters; a private airfield four miles south with 100 plus aircraft; and, then add in the 
futl~retri-servicelinternational A-35 Strike Fighter program and now yo11 may have air traffic 
congestion the likes of which will never he seen in Panama City-Bay County internatiolial 
Airport area for years and perhaps decades to come. I haven't heard a call for anyone to move, 
relocate or shutdown either of these two airports 

Can you rationalize this approach to airport relocation other than giving the sponsor what tlieya ? 3 
want; or alternatively, justi@ your rationale for the proposed relocation? Frankly, having spent 37 
years of my life flying high performance fighter aircraft covering the 49 states, 22 foreign 
countries, three wars, a tour in Saudi Arabia, two years of cold war operations in the tlortliern tier 
of N.47'0 coping with Russians; helping develop several fJS and foreign military air defense and 
tactical air commarld and control systems; and, foreign civil air traffic control systems, I find this 
PFN relocation project cannot stand on its own two feet either from a necessity or operational 
point of view 

I:inally, I am not an environmentalist by any means hut some dichotoniies show up that I can 
relate to when the sale of the airport property comes to the front and center. I am referring to il 
F I l S  that involves the Sponsor's plans for sale and redevelopment ofthe cur re~~t  airport. The data 
included in the EIS, Table 2-1_ Existing Site Redevelopment Optiorls ... includes four variable 
scenarios the first of which boggles my mind. It includes a 250 slip marina. 

Excerpts from Atch.. Tw&, A Mvster~ Wrapped in ail Enigma As early as 1997 words 
appeared in the Panama City News Herald written about the Airport Authority expressing their 
necd for a runway extension. With the passage of Public Law 98-727 and signed into law on 
24May 1998. the Airport Authority, four days later, held a public hearing on a proposed 2200 fr 
runway extension. The News Herald reported that those attending the meeting were polled and 
118 opposed the extension, 37 were in support and 10 were neutral. At that time the 
environmentally oriented and prominent citizen in the commu~lity John Robert Middlemas was 
quoted at the public hearing as saying: 

"They were not able to demonstrate a need for the runway extension 
based on safety, based on regularly scheduled flights, international 
charters or cargo flights ....1think they have completely failed to 
make a case for need." 

"Both the environmental assessment and the directors demonstrate 
a real lack of realization of the environmental damage that will be 

done by this projeet. As to their mitigation proposal, I came in 
thinking this was a sham and now I'm convinced as ever as they are." 

Piow sensitive is our environment? The Indian River Lagoon on the east coast of Florida is part of 
thc National Estuary Program WEP) and it was believed to have had the highest number of 
species for any North America~~ illestuary. Subsequent to the original findings it was revised 
1994. A cornparis011 Of the Indian River Lagoon with our St Andrew Bay and using the Indian 
River 1,agoon criteria, St Andrew Bay inve~ltory would add 206 species more to the list. That 



would ~nclude 17 species of fish, 3 species of amphibians, I0 species of reptiles, about 100 
species of birds and 32 species of mammals. Atch. Three (3) is the source for this informati011 

Now we have a 2200 li runway extensio~i thrown out and a 250 marina slips substituted as the 
contaminator of Goose Bayou that, in the long term, will more than likely cause lnore 
environmental damage than the runway extension when you add in a golf course, condominiums 
and retail outlets. So what we have is the destruction of St. Andrew Bay's biodiversity with the 
ruination of Goose and Robinson Rayou, the destruction of two creeks and surrounding terrain at 
the proposed location; and, the ournard reach of such destruction will eventually ruin !he St 
Andrew Ray biodiversity, one of our main attractions. Just this past Sunday 1 IJune 2006 it was 
reported that the miniscule Panama City Crayfish has been put or^ the threatened list How many 
more will be added to the list as the destruction of land and sea habitat takes placc to bring a new 
airport to Bay County that handles a robust 12 commercial airline flights per day. -
I'm no expert; but, living on the water (Callaway Bayou) one house down from a storm water run 
off outlet. For 25 years I've seen sand from the open storm water runoff "dirt drain ditches" than 
I care to. I've watched thc damage done to sea grass beds that used to be adjacent to our home 
and one house down from me ceased to exist. The water is so sl~allow that the duck's bellies are 
above the water 

In conclusion the FAA and the Slate of Florida are funding an airport relocation somewhere 
herween $300 to $400 million with land use proposals that co~rld well destroy the biodiversity of 
St Andrew Bay. For what? A commercial aviation operation which has been cut by 52% leaving 
12 flights per day with no rnilitaryicivil aircraft traffic problems; and, the F-22's presence for the 
last three years not being a threat to or threatened by civilimilitary air operations'? It leads me to 
believe this is more a land deal and not an airport deal. &, 

I am fonvardi~ig a copy this letter to Ms. Virginia Lane, Orlando Districts Office and Florida's 
Senator Martinez, Senator Nelson and Congressman Boyd. I look forward to your response and 
hope it will contain serious and cogent comments. 

Warm regards 

Major General IJSAF Ret. 
808 Plantation Dr Atch One (1): Snapshot of the Commercial Airline Industry 
Panama City, F132404 Atch Two (2): PC-DC Airport relocation 
(850) 871-1575 Atch Three(?): Biodiversity Comparison Indian River & St. 

Andrew Bay 
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- Tlte Punuma City -Ba.v County Infernationul Airport & 
Industriul District 

Herein referred to us PFN 
Proposed Relocation 

A Snupslzot of" Nze Comnzercial Aircraft l r ~ d ~ ~ , s f i y  

Introduction: ?'lie commercial aviation manufacturing and transportation industry tias sunk iilto 
prolonged and the most painful sluinp in aviation histo~y. Why won't the various authorities recognize that 
building a new airport at a remote location to acco~nmodate an alleged increase in passenger tl-avel an 
form a base for major industrial expansion to the tune of $250 to $4001~1is a high risk inveslment. 
Considering the fact that the aviation indust~y, as noted above, is in a major econolnic sl-iakeout? What 
rationale do they have to counter the following anaiysis? What are the specifics that justify sncli 
liorreiidous expenditure in light of today's events? 

This analysis of  the airport relocation issue came about by accessing various news sources si~ch as: 7hr 
Miiil Street .Journal, Businers Week, H1(~,shii?,gtonI'ost, Stundard &Poor's, other periodiciil.~, the fntei.nef 
FAA IJoiicc,s on Ri.sk Anul,vsir. Aiso, the Bengfit Cost Anulyri.~,FDOT cost dota, iiirport relocation stirdic.~, 
ofher airporrs operurionai perfi~rntunce dutri, environn~ental issues, U S  New.s & World Report, and 
p~?/~uliz~iongrowth projectionr were used as well.. This developed another view based on the research of 
past and current events that have had and will have a continuing impact on the commercial aviation 
iiidustl-y for years, i T  not decades, to come.. The study hies to avoid what is called glittering generalities 
and emotional appeal. The reader to urged consider the issue in light of today's circumstances and not those 
of 1099 when the Airport Autliority began their quest for a new airport and the aviation industry, like the 
high tech industry, was on a roll and the roof had yet to fill in. 

-
Subjectively, the study concluties it i s  wrong to spend 6250 to $400 million plus on a new airpol? in light o 
today's economic conditions. The commercial aviation turmoil, the reduced commercial airline aircraft use iluff21:N, future low passenger ti-affic counts due to the loss of USAIR, Skywest and two major hubs; and, 
also in relation to our neighbors, and our limited populatio~i gowth potential (We are not going to b e  a Fan 
Myers). We ciln do substantially beuer with what we have with little or no significant illipact o n  coi-rent 
airport facilities; and, we can retain earnings for the time being and use the resources to relocate. when a ~ >  
needed, when growth is restored and more opportune econolnic conditions not only for the country but 1primarily for the aviation indushy prcvail. It seems that the PFN Airport Airthority ought to be f o c ~ ~ s i n g  oil 
its recovely from the fall in commercial airline use of PFN to, at least, its peak days prior to 91 1 when 24 
commercial aircraft anive daily instead oftlie 12 today. 

Analysis. The corn~~~ercia l  airlines finauciai problen~s began with deregulation of the airline industry by thc 
Congress in 1978 which resulted in fare reductions and expanded flights by the commercial airline industry 
with the result that air travel took off. What they failed to do was keep costs in line with dropping air fares 
that was exacerbated with advent of the l.ow Cost Carriers (LCC) major entrance into the air Wave! market 
some 20125 years later; and, their subseque~lt rapid expansion ulto the commercial air market. The  average 
fare price per domestic mile has dropped more thar~ 50% since deregulation from IOcents per mile to just 
over 4 cents per mile through 2003 according to the Air Transportation Association. The terrorist attack of 
1 I September 200 1 accelerated the airlines problems 

Tbjs analysis contains a post 1 ISepteinber 2001 sy~lopsis of commercial aircraft industry that includes 
commercial aviation and the conrmercial aircraft industry. The study gives the reader an abbreviated review 
of those events subsequent to 11September 2001 



Initially, in 2002 some 800 commercial airline airci-aft were withdrawn kom service and placed in storagc. 
Of the 3,358 aircraft used by the top five air carriers approximately 670 airci-aR were initially taken out of 
scrvicc. At that titne there were approximately 2,068 aircraii in storage, about half of which were older 
aircrait wit11 90% of these aircraft destined for destruction. Only ail-craft such as the Roeing 757and 767 
and thc MI> 80 will likely make it back into service. Along with this initial cut back the industry rcduced 
employment ko111442,800 to 354,000 working in the commercial airline industry. 

Tile airlines lost $7 billion in 2001, approximately $10 billion in 2002, $4.5 billion in 2003 alier being 
aided by the receipt of $2. l billion in compensation iron1 the E~ne~gency Acr. antiJVurri~ne Approprir~rio~zs 
is projected to lose billions more in 2004. The sum total for the four years is expected to be $25 to $30 
billion The 10 largest airlines increased their debt to $56 billion by 2002 double the $27 billion in 1999. By 
2004 i)elTa Airlirles long term debt as a per cent of capital had climbed to 103.4%, Northwest Airlines 
reached 127.5%; and, American Airlines was listed at 99.7%. In light of the financial crisis iii the airline 
indushy, Strzndurd & Poor's lowered tlie bond rating on these three major airlines to junk bond status. 

?'he collapse of the commercial airline industry is evident in the bankruptcies that have occurred since 
1I September 2001. To date the following airlines have entered bankruptcy proceedings. 

US Airways United Airlines ATA Holdings Delta Airlil~es 
Air Canada Hawaiian Airlines Alolia Airlii~es No~thwest Airlines 
Sabena Swissair Mesaba Airlines 

Ansetl Australia Midwest Express llidependencc Air 

CapacityITraffic: FAA Report, (:onzmercinl Service Airpovt.~ in the (IS With  % Bomifing (,'hanges /-.rum 
2001, showed a substantial drop in boarding passengers for 2002 wiili n sum total 643,776.834 down from 
the 2000 peak of 703,900,000 or a drop of 60,123,191 hoarding passengers following 1 ISeptember 2001 
in 2000, of the 549 airports listed, 332 had fewer passenger boarding's than in the preceding year, In 
Florida four airports were in the lop 3 1in the lJS; and, Panama City - Bay County International airport was 
ranked 18"' out of 20 Florida airports with a FAA reported 161,677 boarding's - up 1.6996 fi-om the 
previous year. By 2004 !JS eoplanements were back up to 702,997.034 

In 2004 PFN ranks 17"' out of i:lorida's 20airporLs 189,565 boarding's, both Pensacola and Tallahassee 
repoiled gains in 2004 oI' 748,608 and 585,263 respectively. This was due to the advent of tlie LCC, 
Air'ira~?, beginning flight operations out of each airport and leaving Okaloosa Regional Airport. AirTran, 
since ttlar tirrle has departed from Tallahassee; however, Continental Airlines arrived at Tallahassee and 
began daily flights to Houston. 

With Delta's withdrawal from the Dallas Fort Worth cuts in Conlair flights to Ciilci~inati, I'FN lost two 
weekend connections and gained two daily Delta Connection flight to Orlando. On YJanuaty 2005 
ccased operations at PFN and this reduced the daily flights to 12 per day. 

The Air Tuon.~port As.sociiition estimates the airlines cut 2,200 daily flights systemwide by 2003 The goal 
being to gel rid of costly empty seats tisiiig computerized tracking to predict where people want to lly, 
reducc slow time periods such as Saturday nights, redundatlcy, probably with code sharing and paring back 
nearly twice as many short hops as non stops, and. fewer early morning flights and seats for the business 
lravelei.. 

The Financial Disaster. Alrriost immediately following the 1 ISeptember 2001 terrorist attack, the airlines 
began looking for a way to cut costs. Over time the Regional and Low Cost Carriers have been ahle to 
keep their head above water while the major airlines or network carriers have suffered substantialiy as 
rioted above. According to the US Governnaenl's Brrveau ofTrtinsporlation Siati,slics for the year 2003: "tlic 
group of regional carriers had a domestic operating proiit margins of 13.2% , above the 6.5% profit margin 
reported by the low-cost carriers and the 9.2% loss margin reported by the neturork carriers." This resulted 
in tile ne1bvo1-k carriers loss of $4.7 billion and profits of$560 millioll for regional carriers and $799.7m for 
low cost carriers 



'The stock values of the companies have dropped substantially. On 30June2C04 Ainel-ican Airlines had $2.6 
billion in cash yet it stock market value was just 5600 million; and the value of its municipal bonds has 
declined as much as 75%. Delta and Northwest were not much better o f  and Continental's stock market 
value has been so low that it is less than the cost of two Boeing 777s. Since then, the stocks have slipped 
further. Continental, Northwest and Delta have a combined loss 81.08 billion first quarter loss compared 
with a $734 million loss a year earlier. l 'he close of 2004 brought even greater losses for some airlines 

in order to  get a l~alidle on these costs the major airlines have to make "smart" decisions in reducing costs 
which includes inore cost consciousness, employees salaries, healthcare benefits, low fare options, working 
with the onions to achieve greater efficiencies and introducing lower unit cost aircraft just to name a few. 
Add in high fuel costs that are being experienced at the present time and the prohlein is i'111-tIler 
compounded. As noted ahove, success has not been that great in reducing the blood letting that is citrrcntly 
in progress. llnited is in bankruptcy, US Airways is in bankruptcy for the second rime. A~nericalr to date 
has avoided bankruptcy, Delta is near bankruplcy, as is Northwest., 'Thus our major carriers have to address 
critical cost issues in the near term ifthey viable air carriers. 

Northwest Airlines, one of our three local carriers, has nearly doubled its total debt long tern? debt since 
2000 going from $4% 103,000,000 to $7,522,000,000 i112003. The airline is forecast to lose $4.43 per shill-c 
in 2004; however adding in pension expenses and the inclusion of aircraft asset write down charges thc loss 
is projected to be $6.50 per share. Jn 2005 

In the two years following 11 Septcmber, Nollhwest cut 12,000 employees and reduced iiteil- Memphis 
Hub's capacity by 16%: however, with fewer people flying, flat airfares, depressed income, and now higli 
fiiel costs spending borrowed inoney has becorne the way to stay in business. Ifthese major cost cots don't 
kick in soon, Northwest could be a candidate for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Northwest paid $496 million in 
intercst on debt in 2003, a 34% rise from 2001. Additionally, Northwest estimates the fuel cost increases 
will cost them $Ibillion in 2005. Couple this with reluctant unions unwilling to negotiate r~rrther 
concessions, Northwest is still looking for $1 . I  billion in employee concessions. 

With a debt to capital ratio that has now reached 127.5% the airline could find capital markets essentially 
closed wit11 a dwindling asset base. Further with a heavy debt load, Northwest has a fundamentally higher 
cost str?icture. What is the limit? In the 4"' quarter 2004 Northwest reported a hefty loss of $412niillion.; 
and in the 1" quarter ending 3IMarch 2005 their loses amounted to a still higher $450million. 

Nortliwest recently annoul~ced (I XMarch 2005) that they wcre grounding 30 commercial jets and will 
layoff 120 mechanics and 700 to 800 other jobs later in the year. All are results of big11 fuel oil prices and 
weak ticket pricing and over capacity in the industry 

ljS Airways is in its second bankruptcy and back in court and is asking for certain concessioris. Ori 
150ctober 2004 the co~irt  granted lJS Airways request for salary redilctions for unionized employees ior 
thc next four months to the tune of 2I%, allowed maintenance outsourcing and will lead to an additional 
fleet cut of 6%. Various creditors have already put claims on US Airways including the cash ill order to 
minimize thcir exposure whet] and if the airline collapses. This in spite of what transpired in the 8 months 
of protection under its first trip to Chapter I 1  

What did the first bankruptcy cost? The mainline fleet was cut from 417 to 280 aircraft, the daily flight 
schediile was cut from 1550 to 1350 flights, employees were reduced from 43,500 to 32,400, passengers 
reduced from 60.6 millioil to 47.2 million per year, hoped for revenues cut by 24.7 ?4 to $6.98 billiorl per 
year. and expenses reduced 11.1% to $8.29 billion annually. Additionally, the pilot's pension plan was 
terminated. 

Following the comt's ISOctober 2004 decisiol~ US Airways announced a major restructuring o f  its flight 
sciied~rle beginning 6Febwary 2005. 'Their current fleet of aircraft will effectively increased by adding 
approximately 230 more flights to the schedule tllrough increased utilization, the equivalent of adding 27 
inai~iline aircraft. Hub operations will expand at Philadelphia, Charlone NC, expanded operations to the 
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Citribbcan. and adding nonstop service from Reagan National Airport lo primary business destiii~itions. 
USAlR has suspended air travel to a number of Florida destinations including PFN; and ,after a Christmas 
Holiday fiasco caused by 450 cancelled flight and thousands of pieces of stranded luggage, many believe it 
will be difficult for USAIR to avoid liquidation in the next few months because of crucial tinancial 
deadlines and loss of confidence by the travelling public. USAIR received a repi-icve when the government 
backed fiinds were extended to 30Jime 2005 which allow the airline to coilsummate a deal with General 
Elcclric that will improve their liquidity. 

Their fleet will consist of 281 mainline jets a i d  169 RJs and are the key to the new schedule. As of 
2005 USAlR N O  LONGER SERVES PFN. 

Delta Airlines. in 200112002, initially planned to layoff 16% of their work foi-ce, reduced their schcd~lles 
operations by l5?/0 (about 90 aircraft) suspended 50% of Delta Express capacity that was focused on leisure 
travel especially in Florida. Further. Delta slashed costs by phasing out all MD-l 1 aircrafl by early 2003 
year and substituting smaller aircraft. Additionally, they postponed delivery of 29 aircraft fro111 Roeing 
throogh 2004. This would result in a $1.3 billion capital expenditure reduction. To reduce costs further, 
Delra elinrinated 10, 000 johs and in Sept 2002 announced a reduction o f  1>SO0 flight attendant positions. 

In March 2003 Delta reported stecp declines in traffic as a result of the Iraq war. Its system wide trafiic was 
down to 8.27 billion revenue passenger miles from 9.0 billion a year ago: and the load factor was down 
3.8% to 72.3 %. 'nie steepest drop came in its internatio~ial traffic with a drop of 24% in March. As a 
result, Delta slashed its schedule by 12% of' its domestic and international flights. 

In 2002 Delta announced tlie creation o f a  wholly owned subsidiary, Song Airlines, as their new low-fare 
airline. It is currently equipped with 36 Hoeing 757s with a 199 passenger all-coach coniiguration with 144 
flights scheduled daily. tinder the 'Iransformation" program Song will grow by 12 aircraft. 

I'acinz losses in the 3"' quarter of FY 2003 of up to $675 million; Delta has accumulated $Obiilioii in losses 
since 2001. If Delta's plan, unioll and lenders cooperation doesn't work, the ail-line could he filing ibr 
hankrilptcy. Delta Express was phased out and its Boeing 737-200 aircraft redeployed throughoirt its 
network; and, reducing fleet complexity by retiring at least four fleet types in four years. 

On 8 Septelnher 2004 the company revealed a "transformation" husincss plan. If successful it could medo 
that Delta will be on the long road to recovery. The plan includes $lbillion in cost cuts kom the pilots 
union, a proposal that was approved on280ctober 2004; and, other concessions fiom lessors: vendors and 
letidcrs are still in the works.. Also included are 6,000 to 7,000 job cuts over the next 18 months, closing 
rhe Dallas/ Fort Wonh hub and increasing the utilization at the Atlanta hub, adding 31 new nonstop flights 
to 19 additional destinations from "key focus cities". 

lil spite of these actions, Delta suffered a 4"' quarter loss of $2.2 billion and a total loss for the year of $5.2 
billion or $41.07 per share. High fuel prices and low domestic yields on air travel accoulit for the loss. 
Delta, faces shortage of cash in the coming months after repo~ting 1st qtr, 2005, losses of $1.07 billion 
leaving investors unhappy since a recovery program goes unexplaincd. Delta may be required to sell one or 
two wholly owned contract carriers. All this thanks to high fuel prices. 

l'<ecently ,Delta a~lnounced the maintenance ot~tsonrcing of its MD88 and MD 90 fleet to a Miatni based 
maintenance compaxy and it's the heavy maintenance 8757 and B767 to a Canadian company that will 
reduce Delta's work force by 1600 to 2000 johs as part of a 6000 -7000 work force reduction cited above.. 

Tlle Crude Oil Price Problem. According to MerrilL Lynch for every $1 increase in tlle price if oil the 
airline industry pretax profits fall $450 million. With oil prices at $55ibarrei on 18March 2005 and 
expected to average out to $5i/bal~el  for the year airline losses should reach $5 billion in 2005. In 2006 
Men-ill-Lynch is forecasting an average oil price costing the industry an estimated $1.1 billion before taxes. 



Last year U.S. Airlitres spent $1.2 billion on fuel. fuel consumption averages about 18.7 billion gallons of 
jet fuel a year. I'hat means for every penny increase the airlines pay an extra $ 1  87 million a year. with a 60 
cent increase that's an $1 1.22 billion added expense, This has resulted in airline file1 surcharges. 

Fuel prices are the second highest cost next to labor. As noted in a Reliters News service dispatcli. 
American Airlines got hit by a $Ibillion price increase last y e a  and Delta is ever1 worse shape. With firel 
prices hitting a high of $I.6Olgallon on IsMarch 2005, Delta airlii~es, short on cash, may have ot go into 
h;uikruptcy to survive. I.'ucl prices are the giant sucking sound on cash and several airlines may have to go 
iiitr, bankruptcy to survive. That's not limited to anyone class of air carriers. They are all in the same boat. 
and are getting equally hammered by the fuel shortage crunch. 

Overview. Can the airlines be fixed? As a Washi~zgronPost writer. said, "One of the defining 
characteristics of the airline industry is that, over its history, it has tlevcr made any money." Why are they 
in  such dismal shape? There  a re  too many airline seats chasing too few passengers; costs haven't been 
brought under control; the hub & spoke systeni maybe par t  of the problem; and, major airlines 
needs cost cutting to make them competitive with the Idow Cost Airlines, four of which reported 
losses in the 41h quar ter  2004. 

The Aircraft Industry. Aircrafl rnanufactirring is an integral pall of the airline indust~y prohle~n that 
provide. Two of the three principal companies are Boeing CO. and Bombardier Aerospace, providers of 
cornniercial ar~d executive jet aircraft to the airlines and the business world. Today they are operating in an 
enviror~ment where aerospace employment is at its lowest level since 1953 with 689,000iohs. 

Bocir~gCo initiated a 30,000-person work for-ce reduction after 11 September 2001 that was completed with 
an 820 people cut on I January 2003. 7'Rey have issued another call for a 5.000 worker reduction for 2003 
oi'wliich 50'Yo wili be attrition. Having delivered 527 aircraft in 2001, 381 aircrafl in 2002, they expect to 
deliver 275 to 285 aircraft in 2003. most of which are the B-737. Production is expected to continue to  
decline as long as the airlines are in trouble. Further, Roeing could he badly hurt by an Arncrican Airlines 
bankruptcy, an all Boeing aircraft airline; and is seriously considering a new business course of action of 
furtiler diversity. 

Wliile American Air Lines didn't want to take the aircraft, Boeing; in addition to providiny $381 inillion in 
leases for already purchased aircraft in American's fleet was lookirig for $575 million in 2003 for what the 
WSI calls backstop financing. An American bankmptcy could create havoc for Boeing betweeii 
renegotiating leases artd reduced payments, lost orders for aircrafi, and a collapse in used aircraft prices. If 
all goes well American isn't scheduled, after planes are delivered this year, to accept any more o f  tile 56 
Bocing aircraft c~inently on order tinti! 2006, a $4.6 billion purchase. 

With the ijoeing 767 production line coming to a close unless a contentious $17 hillion DOD contract to 
buy or lease 100 B767 tanker aircraft is resolved, the only thing keeping the production line open is 
i\mericar~s buy of nine 8767-300s and two R777s.The ethics problem Boeing has beeti iilvolvcd in 
probably won't cause a conti-act cancellation since the alternative to a 8767 tanker is a11 Airbus version; 
arid, [lie CIS and Europe are in a battle at the World Tradc Organization over illegal subsidies to each air 
frame manufacturer. That makes an Airbus an unlikely tanker candidate for the USAP. 

Bomhor~lier,mamifacturer of the Regional Jet and business jets, has cut their work force by 4, 980 persons 
in Canada, US and the United Kingdoin with 3,000 of that number announced in March 2003 is 10% of !he 
work force. An additional 2,000 layoffs has just recently been announced. Aircraft deliveries were down 
&om 370 aircraft in FY2002 and 298 in FY 2003(January). Their aerospace backlog dropped to $18.7 
billion in the FY ending Jan 2003 from $23.7billion in FY 2002.Their CIlJ production line is reaching tllc 
end of its demand cycle. Further, profits were cut by 40% as delivery of business jets sliarply declined due 
to the downturn in the US economy. The company's bonds have been dowrlgraded to Junk Bonds 

Conclusion. The entire iiidustry is in turmoil with no reasonable forecast as to whet1 it wili end.  It may 
well be the most painful slump in aviation histoiy with over 200,000 workers laid offix the industry.. In the 
rneantitne, until the domestic economy makes a significant recovery, some major airports indicate that 



their- rccovcry to pt-c I ISepte~nber 2001 operations will be as long as a decade. Others have deferred 
expansion plans because of the reductioli in air travel throughout most of the US. 

It i s  hard to believe, that in the current commercial air environment, the relocation of the Panama City-Bay 
County International Airport will bring commercial air carriers poi~nding on our door. For example. or1 
20.rune 2000, American Airlines indicated to Airport Authorities that a runway less than 8;000 tt could 
iiecessitate weight restrictions on their tlights and they couid not sustain commercial viability. Today, 
Ainerican Airlines is hying to avoid bankruptcy. It implemented across the board $1.8 billion ill employee 
pay cuts. reduced their pilot force by 20% (2,500 pilots), aircrafl order cancellations and defel-red or 
reduced payments, cut pilot salaries by 23% to recover from $5.9 billion in losses over thc past four years; 
and. long term debt that was triore than doubled to $13,038,000,000 One can be skeptical of a three-year 
old offer to expand services into Panarna City when you're on the brink of a fillancia1 disaster. 

Nollhwest Airlines has real cash flow problems, is burdened with a R7.5B debt that is of concern to those 
investors that lend money to airlines whose fortunes are in retreat, and a debt load that will be a nightmare 
for the next three to four years, If profitability doesn't retuln soon, will they gamble on expansion to win 
niarkcl share or work to become more efficient with what they have to work with at the present time? 

I)c1l;t still faces bankruptcy, even with cost reduction goals in the work force, major route structure changes 
and the high fuel costs. Survival will be their focus for the next several years. Add the total long term debt 
of Delta, American and Northwest Airlines and you have 3 1 . 3  billion in debt at the close of 2003. That's 
what their creditors and the federal govetnment are worried about 

-7 


111 iight of t h  above will PFN3r commercial aviation growth attnact the likes of the I.CCs or L e  R c g i o n g  13 
Airlines'? 

Sootliwest Airlines, a LCC, is currently operates from 58 cities with 59 airports. The FAA Terminal Arca 
Forecast indicates that of the  59 airports, only six (6) have less than 1,000,000 enplanements per year: and, 
those six (6) airport's enplanemenis range from of 445,463 to 676,761. Five of the six are in Soutliwest's 
i~ome state ofl'exas. It is acquiring six gates xt Chicago Midway airport IYom ATA Airlines (Cul.rrcntly in 
balikruptcy) and establishing a code sharing anzngement with ATA that will give them access to, by using 
ATA as a surrogate, to Reagaii National Airport, 1.a Guardia, gain access to the Hawaii market. San 
t'l-diicisco. St. Petersbug/Cleaiwater, Ft. Myers, Boston Logan, MinneapolisfSt. Paul, Newark; Denver; and 
Sarasota-Rradenton. Thus taking a giant step to being a full service airline. 

Southwest operates a fleet of 393 Roeing 737s with an avenge seating capacity of I30 passengers. ?beis 
average load raLtol. is 66.8% or 87 passengers per flight. Of PFN's 187,066 enplanements in 2003. ASA; 
the L>elta Connection. carried aboiit 75% of the passengers. Is PFN the profit making target for Southwest s 

,.enhy into oils market? I doubt it based on their current course of action as noted above. 

AirTran Airways flies into and out of 43 commercial airports whose enplarlements range fiom 250,410 to 
39,41 1,618. They recently serviced but pulled out of Tallahassee this year for reasons of their own after 
collecting a $3.4 million subsidy from the city and recently announced their entry into tlie Sarasotn- 
Bradenton niarket (767.000 annual enplanements) sustained by a one year federal grant arid local 
government and business financial guarantees. Pensacola Regional Airpolt is the only Panhandle Airport 
with a 1,CC. AirTran operates into and out of Ft. L.auderdale, Ft. Myers, Jacksonville, Miami. Orlando. 
Pensacola, Sarasota, Tampa and West Palm Reach airports. AirTran Airways has 77 Boeing 717-200s and 
5 Roeing 737-700s. Service tolfrom Los Angeles and Las Vegas is operated by Ryan International using 
Airbus A-320 aircraft 

Jet Rille Airways is another up and coming LCC that currently services 29 commercial airports, ibur oi 
which are in the Caribbean. OEthe 25 US airports only two have enplanements under one lniliion per year. 
Those 25 airpolls provide a total customer base of 184.96 million enplanements per year or an averagc 
custorner base of 7.4 miliion enplane~nents per year. Jet i3lue's income in the i"  qtr 2005 grew neai-ly 304'0 
oil a 32% increase in traffic and load faciors of 85,896; however, profits dropped 54% to $7 million . It bas 
still been profitable since its inception 3 year ago. 



let Blue c~irrently has 60 Airbus A320aircraft configured with IS6 seats and has on order with Airbus op 
to 202 A320 aircraft and with Brazil's Embraer 200 190 aircraft in a single class configuratioli of 100 seats 
beginning in 2005 

In addition to the above there are four additional I.CCs (ATA also in bankruptcy) and seven regional 
colnmercidl air carriers (includes ASA) that are potential additions to our airports commerciai air carrier 
inventory. 

Question. Does the Airport Authority envision a battle of the giants for this segment of the market? Do 
they envision a new destination as an attraction in lie11 of the Delta Connection to Atlanta? What does the 
AA hoard have in mind in terms of a "n~arketing plan" beyond the FAA's tenni~ial area forecast for PF 
(320.000 enpianements in 2020) to entice a I.CC or a regional air carrier let alone a network airline to con 
to oar corninerciai aviation market? Can it be substantjated by state or federal approved population and or 
ecoiiomic growth expansion data? Does the axiom "Build and They Will Come" overcome the evidei~c 
provided herein'? I f so, can the Airport Authority disprove it in a substantive manner? 

As reported in the News HeruId when Panarna City-Ray County Internatio~~al Aiipott Authority and the St 
Joe Company joined forces Mr.  Randy Curtis, Executive Director, noted, ''It would be a challenge. If 
we go to a new airport, we've got to show the justification that there is a good solid need." In light 
the above as President Ronald Reagan once said. "Where's the Beef? The public and local, s ta te  and 
the federal government a r e  owed substantive justification and not glittering generalities 
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The Panama City-Bay County International Airport 
Proposed Relocation 

A Mystery Wrapped in an Enigma 

'ihe proposal to relocate the Panama City B a y  County International Airport began in the late 1990s and was 
proceeding a pace until 1 ]September 2001 when the terrorist attack on the Twin Towers in New York City 
and the Pentagon in Wasbingtoii D.C. and the aboited atte~npt of a seized airliner that crashed in the fields of 
Pei~nsylvania caused a collapse of the aviation industry. 'Ihe commercial aviation industry was hit the hardest 
with some 800 commercial aircraft put in storage, employment cut by about 100,000, orders for new aircraii 
cancelled, several commercial airline bankruptcies and outright shut down of smaller ail-lines. In tlir two plus 
yeaw sincc $he attack the industry is trying to regroup but the airlines are still piling up huge losses. They are 
not out of econornic slump and except for the low cost commercial carriers, survival is the primary goal and 
robust expansion is still a dream for most carriers. With that in mind, let's examine what transpired from 
1998 lo date in the efforts to relocate Panama City-Bay County International Airport. 

Oil 7 ilecemher 1997 the 1-lews Ilerald's Paul Swider wrote the Airport Authorities detailed the need ihr ti 

runway extension but was faced with the basic question, "is the extension necessary?" Staff' fh1n1 six 
dirferent agencies told how "other options to an extension were not feasible." Runway extensions were 
dismissed noting that Delta removeil their larger aircraft %om Ray County not because of'ruiiway was too 
short hot they would be better used in other markets. Randy Curtis was noted by Swider to say that tlie 
runway can accept airplanes with capabilities of 150 passengers or even more. The concepti~al approval 
request to the Governor by Airpo~t Authorities also generated oppositioii. The airport's own mastcr plan 
predicted the terminal building will exceed its capacity by the year 2015. ' f i e  runways, on the other hand, 
will be less than 75% of their designed traffic." A request for conceptual approval to the governor also met 
will1 disapproval. Ms. Vicki Morrison, Department of Community Affairs, was concerned that a replacement 
airpo" in the distant future may make the runway extension all for naught, Mr. Curtis responded. "We have 
by no means approaclted tlte capacity of the airport. We are not going to become a .Miami or an 
Atlanta simply because we do not have the traffic to support it." 

Following this runway extension impasse, the first irlkling of about what was to happen appeared it] a News 
lleraid anicle dated 2OApril 1998. Matt Moore, Business Editor wrote "St Joe was on the prowl again." He 
described their ptlrchase at that time of a real estate cornpany that threw in a related mortgage company and 
title companies. Couple this with their housing development and called it "one-stop residential shopping." 
Moore recounted how St. Joe included in their development plans education, liealth care and transpotlation. 
Witli respect to transportation Moore noted, "We need better hansportation, here, we need more four-lane 
acccss to get i i ~  and out of here, Inore rail line, more airlines, more everything." While we the citizens lack 
the mi~scie to get things done, St. .Joe has a couple of principles guiding it: Making money, making the 
stockholders happy and establishing a trend." Moore then predicted that, "St Joe is standing at a nexus in the 
tiistory o f  the Florida developmn~t." and this new path will be launched from the Panhandle. 

')'his was followed by the news that the legislature was about to pass a charter amendment proposed by then 
Rep, Scot1 Clemons that made substantive changes to the Panama City-Ray County International Airpoit 
Charter including: elimination of the Airport Authority's requirement lo have its budget approved by tlic city 
and county; permitting the airport to borrow, receive grants and enter contracts with the state, and federal 
governments; allow the airport to receive federal grants for operations and the power to cl-eate an 
independent police force with full powers. The bill was passed and signed into law on 24May 1998 a11d 
became Florida Law 98-527. 



Fonr days after the aforementioned law came into affect the Airport Authority held a public hearing on the 
proposed 2.200fbot airport rtlnway extension. The News Herald reported that those who signed at the 
meeting were polled and the runway project was opposed by 118, 37 were in support and 10 were neutral. 
While there were a number  of comments, John Robert Middlemas, speaking on behalf of the 
Committee for a Sensible Airport Development (CSAD) said the following: 

"They were not able to demonstrate a need for the extension hased on safety, based on 
regularly scheduled flights, international charters o r  cargo flights. "" 1 think they have 

completely failed to make a case for need." 

"Both the environmental assessment and the directors demonstrate a real lack of realization 
o f the  environmental damage that will he done by this project. As to their mitigation proposal, 
I came in thinking they were a sham and now I am convinced as  ever as  they are." 

This assault on the runway extension created multiple discussions during the summer of 1998. Disruption of 
tidal patterns, darnage to shellfish beds and shellfish mating habits, and encroachrnent were all concerns, It 
was during this clash larsely between environn~entalists and the Airport A~rthority that the News Herald 
repoited, "Meanwhile, the Airport Board is exploring the option of buildirig a new airport  -- most likely 
on land owned by St. Joe  Co. uear  West Ray." 

On 1GJune 1998 the News Herald reported the Airport Board voted unaoimoi~sly to let Chairman Crisp 
pursue the option a n d  feasibility - of building a new aitport. While Crisp was not sure St Joe would work 
with them St Joe's chief spokesman, Jerry Ray, commented: 

"Both St. Joe and Bay County have an enormous stake in good air transportation to and 
from Panama City. It's extremely important to our future and St. Joe is looking forward 
to working with appropriate officials and beginning an effort to tackle this probieln and 
getting involved in the discussion. I'm hopeful that we can start the process very qnickly." 

With such support  the News Herald reported Randy Curtis, Executive Director, ''It wo111d be a 
challenge. If  we go to a new airport, we've got to show the justification that  there is a good solid need." 
At tllal rime the data the Airport Authority was considered reasonable but the unknowns in regard to fi~ture 
development would be more clearly identified in the near future. In those days the forecast fbr building a new 
airport from scratch was estimated to be between $120 million and $200 million, Curtis even noted that if a 
new airport  became a realily that the existing airport  "could be used as  a sort  of "General Aviation" 
facility." Two airports instead of one were considered feasible in .rune 1998. 

t3eginniny in July 1998 the new airport was on a roil, with St Joe Co. agreeing to work with the  Ail-pol-t 
Autliol-ity on the possibility of building an entirely new airport. Mr. Crisp said while i ~ o  specific site had 
bcen picked the intersection of SR79 and CK388 would be ideal. Crisp even noted that working with St. Joe, 
a real estate development company could lead more quickly to a solutioii for the airport's expansion. Crisp 
said. "'i'hey proposed that we work together as a team to explore every option. 1 couldn't think of a better 
con~bination." 

By the end of July the top brass in Tallahassee at that time nixed the runway extension into the  bay tile 
secretary's ofthe DEP, DCA and others. The runway extension would was estimated to cost $12 million and 
the new airport at a cost somewhere between $120 million and $170 million. Curtis noted, "Looking a t  the 
forecast that's in ou r  master plan, everything that's not known ... indicates the existing site is capable 
of accommodating growth in the future. W e  simply don't have the detailed plans that  St. J o e  bas in 
their master plan. At some point, when that becomes available, we can compare o r  modify o u r  plan." 

By November. 1998 the first indication of a "sector plan" came to light in a memo from the Bay  County 
Development Services Department, titled: Sector Plan Meeting, to the Bay County Manager, dated 
I8November 1998. The message notes. "The purpose of this meeting is to discuss the possibility of 
developing a "sector plan" for new Panama City International Airport facility. " the letter further notes, 



"Apparently St. Joe met with Secretary Murley (Department of Community Affairsj last weck and this idea 
was proposed." l 'he meeting to discuss this proposal was scheduled for 9Dece1nber 1998 and attendees 
included: representatives from St.Joe/Arvida, The Florida Depattment of Community Affairs, Florida 
Ilepartment of Transportation. the West Florida Regional Planning Council, the Panama City Airport 
Authority, The Florida Department of Environmental Protection and the Ray County staff. What transpii-ed 
at the YDecember meeting is unknown at this time hilt other actions followed. 

l'rcceding the meeting of 9Deccmber 1998 was a letter from the Executive Director of the Airport Authority 
to Mr. Marion 1-lart, State Public Transpolidtion Administrator, Re: Fast Track Transportation Economic 
Growth Initiative Fundine For  Relocated and Expanded Panama City Airport, dated INovember 1999 
requested I'ast Track Initiative Funding in FY 2000 of $1.85 million to cover the cost of an environmental 
assessment, inaster planning and design. lir addition to the runway safety issite the Airport Authority 
projected that passenger enplanements wolrld increase from 167,000 to 310,000 in 2010. Using a EDAW 
re/.>or(fbrArviddSt. .Joe, 1998 theiob impact was forecast by 201 0 to be as follows: 

JOB IMPACT 
Expanded Airport Regional Tourism Airport industrial New Ilorlsing Total 

Park  
44 1 3974 7,377 9,378 20,270 

Tlris would lead to a 48.098 addition to our population and 16,218 new ho~rres and would result in higher 
paying jobs in manufacturing and "value-added" service jobs. In addition, "A new and expanded ail-port with 
increased and roore competitive service will handle 600,000 passengels iii 2010, the 'relocated ailport 
scenario." and would by 2010 the operating revetiues would be increased by 262% to $7.6 million. A 
forecast of snch exponential growth, was followed, by accident or design, within 48 hours, 3November 1999 
witit two new FDOT FM accounts were opened to cover environmental permitting, EA/E1S and 
Environmerltal Planning Study. 

What is interesting is the comment reported in the 22August 2000 News Herald the "Bechtel's feasibility 
study recomn~cnded moving the airport to a site - used for example purposes only, airport and Bechtel 
officer-s said - between Burnt Mill and Crooked creeks north ofcounty 388." 

"Also, the F 4 A  sought elaboration on several of the study's contentinnu, including those regarding 
market share of traffic from outside the southeast, the amount of required federal dollar\ and 
parameter7 airlines use in determining whether or  not to bring larger aircraft to a market." 

On 24 September 2000 a News Herald article titled; "New Airporl: Numbers hinz lo lakeolffir.rs/" suggests 
that there are a number of factors or major areas of concela cited in the article the current a i ~ o r t  has not 
achieved or Airpott Authorily officials been able to explain in order to qualify for a new airpon such as: 

The Panama City - Ray County International Airport Annual Service Volume, a fommal term iijr 
capacity is 200,000 operations per year. Constntction begins at 90% of ASV. CY2003 was 86.000 
down fiom a peak 96,000 in1999 and far short ofthe 180,000 needed to start constnrction. 

a The Regional Jets were not factored into the equation. . The FAA Airport Improvement Program (Alp) underwrites projects on a priority list ranging from 
100, higl~est, to 1 (lowest). The proposed new airport ranked at 44. . Airlines contacted during the feasibility study were lukewarm about Panama City. What is their 
attitude since 1 ISeptember 2001 and the implosion of the commercial aviation industry? . Just 15% of all travelers to Bay County come from outside the southeast and 84% of the  visitors 
arrive by car. 

e The feasibility study notes that travelers are driving out of Bay County to fly. The NCI suggests that 
the overwhelming numbers ofrrisitors aren't flying at all. 

Then on 24 September 2000 the N1-i editorial titled. "Tire kicking a new airporl" noted the above allicie 
clcarly supported the skeptics, that there was no basis that a new aitport will bring reasonably priced, new 
and better priced air service and even the St Joe Co.'s giveaway was contentious. Further,  the new airport 



didn't occur to anyone until free land was offered and only the St. Joe.' land offer goosed the Airport 
Authority into hiring consultants to find a need for the airport. 

With FAA approval the Airport Authority contracted with Bechtel Corp. and in April LOO]_ the study 
concluded that it was less costly to build a new airpoi? than expand the current facility. This "Study" 
aciiievcd this result by presr~pposing that a lengthened runway was needed; and to achieve same the present 
airport was required to purchase expensive residential areas soulh of the present nlrtway or the 
environmenlal destruction of St. Andrew Bay. The costs projected ranged from $292 niillion to $447 
million. 'nie options costs were achieved by "stacking the deck" with costly options such as an 8400ft 
runway including a seaplane port, international air terminal, large cargo facilities: etc, for $394 million. 

Jiistification f i ~ r  dual runway facilities, 8,400ft and 12,000fi., was Orla~rdo and Tampa's airport facilities 
which is really a stretch of the imaginatioti since Orlando has 15.2 million enplanemetits and Tampa has 8.4 
miliion versus Panama City-Bay County Airpo~.t's 2004 ,189 million (519 passengers /day) or abor~t .3(l 
passengers per aircrafi per day. 

General Aviation is seldom regarded in the press, the studies ofher than to ackrlowledge their existence. I.ast 
year gerlcral aviation accounted aircraft operations was 60,450 or 70% of PFN's total aircraft operations. 
Y a  there was little or no consideration given in the relocation studies as to the impact of the relocation on  
general aviation and tlie implied obligation to owners and operators of private aircraft for pleasure and in 
their business and fixed base operators. As of 23Fehruaty 2004, there is no agreement between general 
aviation entity and the Airporl Authority on the costs of relocation in tenns the new airport's lease 
agreements and costs when completed, mitigation on current long term leases for both those that are willing 
and financially capable of moving to the new airport and those that decline for whatever reason. financial or 
otherwise, T11e attitude seems to be as Mr. Crisp, former chairmari. said in a meeting on 19 June 2001 : 

"I don't think it's fair for a wealthy few who have airplanes that  don't want to be 
inconvenienced" to stop the airport relocation. 

For ovcr three years this segment of Ray County's aviation have been lefi drifting it1 a sea of rinanswered 
questions regarding their future, financial commitments, affordability of the new general aviation facilities 
and the Cite of their investinent in tlieir facilities and leases at the cllrrent ailport 

The "Relocate the Airpoll Movement" rolled on into 2001 until 1 ISeptember 2001 when the terrorist attack 
Resulted in the greatest security breach against the continental United States in out history. It was followed 
by war, a major reorganization of U.S. Government; reprioritizing of the national, budget, tightened airport 
security and the collapse of the aviation industry. Initially some 800 commercial airline aircraft were 
withdrawti from service and the commercial airline industry employment was initialiy reduced from 
442.800 to 354.000. Eight airlines went into bankruptcy; US Passenger traffic dropped 10 74%in 2002 
folloa'i~ig the outbreak of the war; by April 2003 US air traffic was down 17.4% from a year earlier; and. 
Tile Airline Transport Association estimated that the airlines in 2003 that 2,200 daily flights could be cut. 
What about our principal local airlines? 

Northwest Airlines doubled it's debt to $22 billion in the two years following I lSepte11iber; laid off'12,000 
en~ployees, cut its Memphis hub's capacity by 169'0, needed to cut operating costs by $lbillion to $1.5 
billion; and to save money and improve efficiency entered into a code sharing agreement with Lleita 
Airlines. Currently in bankruptcy, Northwest has cut back employment significantly and has broken tile 
back of the rneclianics union 

US Airways went into and orrt of bankruptcy, cut their fleet iiom 417 to 280 aircraft, dropped 200flights per 
day, cut eniployment from 43,500 to 32,400, cut flying capacity by another 5% in 2003, revamped their 
pilot pension plan to avoid a $1.7 billion funding liability aide by the (IS Pension (iuaranly Corp; and hope 
of adding a significant number of Regional Jets to its inventory has been dampened by its ciirrent iinancial 
condition. It is currently trying to achieve savings in order to avoid breaching covenants oESi billion dollar 
loan backed by federal loail guaranty o f  $900 million; and, while out of bankruptcy and merged with 
America West posted a loss of $87 million in the quarter ending 30Septeniebr 2004. 



Delta Air Lines initially planned a lay off of 16% of its work force, reduced its flight operations by 15% or 
90 aircraft. si~spe~idcd50% of the Delta Express, phased out the MU-I 1 aircraft in favor of smaller aircraft. 
postponed delively of 29aircraft frorl! Boeiog ihroi~gh2004, eliminated 10.000jobs in 2002 and cut 1500 
flight attendants, and a year ago its traffic system was down 8.7 million reveliue passenger miles. To 
counter thc Walmal-t airlines Delta established Song Airlines as their own low cost carrier. 

Now in bankruptcy (Oct 2005) Delta has discontinued Song Airlincs and integrated their aircraft into the 
system: cut back Comair, a subsidiary, sold ASA to Sky West Airlincs; and is enhancing overseas 
operations by 25% wllile cutting domestic operations significantly. Delta reported a loss of $ 1  3 billioll in 
3'"Quarter 2005 and is in a life and death struggle with its pilots union. 

While the above was transforming the commercial airline indushy, the airport relocatio~iadvocates were on 
a roll. On 22September 2001 St. Joe introduced the Fishkind & Associates Report. in 'Table 3 - West Bay 
DSAP Development Program." of the Ptrbiic Fuciliiies Financiul Fea.sihiliiy Asser.smen1. The study 
qoaiitified data using the I'iscal Impact Analysis Model (FIAM) originally developed for the 1:lorida 
Department of Community Affairs (DCA). It was used hy nine counties and ten cities and appeared to be 
credible. 'The study reported by "Buildout" (2020) that: 

* "The DSAP will create 14,419jobs at buildout 
Over 10,000jobs at an average salary of $29;000 
Over 4,000 jobs at an average salary of $24,000 
The USAPS will create more than $1 billion in output 
Enplanements at the relocated airport would reach 423,160 by 2020 

These ibrecasts started to disintegrate as early as 13Novembe 2003 when the FAA. Orlando Districts Office 
in an e-mail noted their analysis done for the EIS was based on the FAA Terminal Area Forecast for the 
Airport. 
The FAA forecast is 301,343 no1 the 423,160 enplanements in Fishkind Report, a cut of 121,817 
enplanements in the 2020 forecast. Further, the cumulative affect of the reduction in enplanements 
from 2008 through 2020 amottnts to 776,230 fewer passengers boarding an  airline a t  PFN. When  you 
corlsider the average daily passengers traveling each way the number rises to over 1,500,000 
passengers, the equivalent of four years of commercial airline operations based on I'FN's 2003 
enplanementsldeplanements. 

Further KCC' Memo 110 Iten2 4;Impcrcf FY04 reduced the employment value from 14,419 t o  8,273, a 
57% reduction in the Fishkind employment forecast. Further, the Mr.  Curtis Lelter of INovember 
1999 (page 2) forecast 20,270 jobs. In four years the new jobs forecast has dropped by 11,977 jobs. In 
essence 11,977 people lost their jobs before they were hired. In 1999 the job forecast was 245% higher 
than the 2003 forecast - four years later. 

In Addition, the Economic Impacts for OutputlTotaI Sales was reduced 56% from $1,050, 521,674 to 
$591,229,463 and Earnings by 58% from $404,114,676 to $234,564,923. The  combined cuts amount 
to $628,777,969 

SO much for the validity of the much advertised Fishkind Report. 

What appears to me to be inissing in this entire equation is a strategic lnarketing plan. Why is it that our 
neighbors to the east and west, Tallahassee and Pensacola Regional Airports, have garnered a Low Cost 
Carrier, Air Tran and increased their baffic growth by 25% and we flounder with single digit increases. 
Forther, Tallahassee Regional Airport landed Continental Airlines, effective lMay 2004, with two daily 
fliglits to its Houston hub opening up access to Central. America, Mexico, South America a n d  Japan. 
Tallahassee will have 85 daily arrivals and departures when Continental arrives. 

Taking into account tliat aviation indushy has sufiered staggering losses in 2001and 2002 illat caused iriost 
airlines to triiri capacity and caught costs; and, in 2003 seriously rethink their own strategic markets they 



wi\li to set-ve and how it will be done. what is the Airpolt Authority doing to adapt and promote our area as 
a potential candidate for additional air service? We now have regional jet service that will contin~teto 
grow. Wlrat is needed is an analysis that includes: a study of P F N S  air service a market, levels of service, 
equipment, origin and destination markets, fare & yield analysis, carriers market shares, the leakage of 
passengers to other airports, and network and hub performance. The Airport Authority doesn't need to 
wait until a new airport  is built to develop new strategic husiness and passenger services marketing 
plan with options. 

Much has becii written aboul the Wcst Bay Sector Plan and the environment but very little has been written 
or discussed about the Airport Authority's financial plan and its failure to discuss tlie restoration of the 
existing ail-port to a condition that meets the standards established by the National Environmental Policy 
Act. The Airport Authority has not addressed the complex issues of the toxic natnre of the prope~ly's  
current and original use nor the clean up and remediation of the land contaminated by aviation fuels fbr over 
a half of century and demolition and disposal of existing structures. The closure of the old airpoll should hc 
factored into the airport relocation costs; and, if soid as is, the buyer must agree to meet US government 
standards for clean up of a defunct airport. 

The shut down costs of the current airport and a timelinc for errvironmental cleanup need to be 
addressed with definitive cost estimates for clean up toxic waste and demolition and removal of 
existing structures to approved disposal sites. i t  must he determined if the Airport Authority can 
meet these standards, construct and finance a new airport simultal~eously;or, find a new owner  who 
can and will meet the standards established by the National Environmental Policy Act a n d  meet 
clearly defined co~npletiondates, all subject to the approval of the US Environmental Protectiori 
Agency and FAA plus appropriate Florida agencies. 

Ilow were these programs funded since November 1998 or that sigiiificant meeting of 9 December 1998? 
11 commenced with the State of Florida on 28january 1999 following the 9December 1998 meeting, when 
the FDOT qi~icklyopened two FM accounts for the Site Selection Study and a Feasibility Study. 'This was 
followed up on 9September 1999 with an FM account for the Coneeptual Plan. On I9Septcmher 2000 the 
Florida legislature in SB862 provided funds for a sixth FDOT FM account titled: Airport Relocation Study 
followcd by an additional three FDOT FM account in 2001 :Airport Relocation Projects Risk Analysis, 
Cost Benefit Analysis and EA Phase 1(1 1March 2001), Conceptual Design (11May 2001) and Florida 
iegislat~rre'sTOPS $18,000,000 (IOM/OI and SMi02). 

111Augusl 2000 the FAA's dishict office in Orlando gave a green light to a $2.4 million feasibility study that 
recommended relocating the airport and approval for the next step, a site selection study. .At this time the 
aiiport construction costs were projected to ntn $165 million with infrastructure improvements bringing tile 
total costs to $189 million by 2020 wit11 $32 to $38 million realized by sale of the existing facility. By now St 
Joe liad provided assurances of a donation of 4,000 acres for a new airport. 

Of all tliose accounts only the Airport Relocation Risk Analysis Cost Benefit Analysis has not expended 
funds to date. As defined by the FAA it woi~ldseem to me that it should have been initiated niuch sooner; or, 
alternatively, other projects should have bee11delayed. Based on some ofthe FAA guidelines such as: 

There is adequate information indicating the need for the proposed project. 
e Potential benefits to society (FAA defines this as the aviation public)iustifies the cost. 
e Data used in the Benefit Cost Analysis are the best reasonably attainable.- Issues not relevant to investment such as additional coinmuting distances must be specifically 

addressed. . There are limitatiolrs in the use of employment output multipliers that offer seco~idarybenefit 
since aviation users who opesate, maintain and/or improve the nation's aviation system fund the 
national airport system. 

Bearing that in mind the eight other accounts as of 30Septemher 2003 have spent the following funds: 



FAA FDOT Airport Total 

*The total commitments of the FDOT includes an additional $45 million appropriated by the Florida 
legislature in FY 2006 from the general fund. This is a classic case of federal and state welfare. Without 
federal and, in particular, state welfare handouts, this project would have never got off the ground had the 
Airport Authority been required to put up 10% of the advanced funding. 

What has transpired since 18Novemher 1998 when this all started and what have we got for $20,812,855'? 

* 	 The FAA did not approve the FAST TRACK request of the Airport Authority for a one year 
Environmental Assessment but opted for a full and comprehensive Environmental Impact 
Statement that is not due to be completed until 2005 
The aforementioned INovember 1999 letter requesting the FAST TRACK process. while 
apparently not rescinded, with its robust economic and enplanement growth forecasts have not 
been used in follow-on studies; and, therefore, has been invalidated. 

e 	 The terrorist attack on 11Septemher 2001 has put the aviation indushy and commercial aviation 
in particular in a depression from which only now has it began to recover leaving the airline 
system in tunnoil with major airline bankruptcies; major reductions in: capacity, routes, 
destinatio~~sand aircraft procurement; massive reductions in employment; a mountain of deb! 
incurred over the past three years; and a massive new security system for our nation now at war. 

o 	 The consequences of the commercial aviation collapse, the war on terror along with a US 
economic slump has caused the Airport Authority to review, revise and update its financial plan 
supporting the relocation funding requirements. It is currently underway. 

e 	 Any new financial plan must include consideration of the following: 
1. 	 The costs associated with the demolition and environmental clean up ofthe defunct 

airport with timelines for the clean up and restoration in accordance with 
US National Etlvironrnerltai Policy Act 

2. 	 A detailed proposal outlining the relocation impact on general aviation owners and 
fixed base operators; estimated lease costs for the private aviation facilities for both 
fixed base operators and individual owners at the new airport facility; and, a 
definitive but negotiable proposal on financial adjustments on current and existing 
leases at the current airport for those who will move and those who desire to 
terminate their lease for personal r financial reasons. 

3. 	 That the Airport Authority clearly justify the need for a new airport based on solid 
evidence that the current level of service provided is inadequate, that operations in 
the post 91 1 commercial airline environment and its evolutionary changes have not 
or will not impact growth in PFN commercial air operations and passenger 
enplanements. 

4. 	 That the Airport Authority provide strong evidence that Low Cost Carriers or 
correspondent evidence that such LCCs will venture into a market with less than 
400,000 enplanements since a number of leading aviation consuliants believc 
otherwise. 

5. 	 That the Regional Jet, now serving PFN, introduction will not impact current 
operations and route strnctures such as US airways massive introduction of RJs in 
the cunent year. 

6. 	 That the Airport Authority produce a marketing plan as noted on page five that 
examines the current route structures and identifies Future potential destinations 
based on passenger origins and destination data that could lead to expanded 
commercial aviation growth. 

7 .  	That the Benefit Cost Analysis be done UI accordance with the FAA premise !hat 
ancillary economic impacts not associated with the national airport system nor 
designed to improve the nation's aviation system be excluded. 



if the above actioris were taken, then Mi.. Curtis's coinrncnt nearly five years ago that 'If we go to a new 
airpoi?, we've got Lo show the justification that then is a good solid need." rvould be fuifillcd rather i 

roiling out economic reports, as in the past, make for good public propaganda but fail under cl 
ewamination. 



Carl 13. Peterson 
808 Plantation Dr 
Panama City F132404 

Biodiversity Comparison 
lndian River Lagoon 

& 
St. Andrew Ray 

'The Indian River Lagoon on the east coast of Florida is a part of the National Estuary Program (NEP). It's 
first analysis indicated that it had the highest nuinher of species known for any North American estuary. 
Subsequent to its first findings, the NEP process discovered that the numbers were based on a more liberal 
criteria; and, for example, included species of fish from 200 meters deep in the Atlantic Ocean. This was 
later revised in 1994 and an more accurate and excellent inventory of species was completed and i s  
reflected in the table included in this attachment. 

'There are differences in the St Andrew Bay inventory and the Indian River Lagoon inventory w o r t r l  
mentioning. As an example, the Indian River inventory includes birds that fly over the lagoon while the St !,w 
Andrew Bay inventory includes only those species with a direct estuarine habitat requirement. If one were I " d 
to use the same criteria for the St Andrew Bay inventory as used for Indian River than the St Andrew Bay 
inventory could add 206 species to the list. That would include 17 species of fish, 3 species ofamphibiai~s, 
10 species ofreptiles, about 100 species of birds and 32 species of mammals. -.-

Type Area &dian River / St. Andrew Ray 1 

s u r f a c e  Area / 353sq. miles / 107 sq. miles- 1 


Species
I-Nunlber of Vertebrate / 658 / 398 ** (560)

' Species 1 1 


Total Number Species 11 
2,493 / 2,530 (2,898) 1 

'The number in hrackets (*) indicates the total count if herbarium of 

St Andrews State Park was included. 

'The number in bracket (*') indicates the total nurnber of species of 

Fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals were added if less 

stringent criteria of dependence on the bay were used. 


The above lll~istrates that St Andrew Bay's diversity is at least as great as that of the Indian River Lagoou 
and state a~ld federal agencies as well as ow elected representatives at all levels of government should 
focus their atterrtior! on the conservation of St. Andrew Bay's biodiversity. 

Source: An Inventory ofthe Biological Resources Reporaed,l?oin St. Andrew Bay Estuarine Sysiem, 
Bay czoouniy Florida. Edwin I. Knepper, printed by the Bay Enviro~lmental Studies Team with the 
Assistance of the United States Fish & Wildlife Service, Panama City, Florida 



Wayne S. Whitaker 
I002   Individual Letter  

 
Comment 1 The FAA did evaluate and consider ONLY the Airport Sponsors viewpoints or 

determinations and did not do reasonable research and their own fact finding 
concerning comments and alternatives submitted by the public as requested, which I 
believe is part of their responsibility to perform due diligence on a project of this 
magnitude. 

  
Response This comment lacks sufficient specificity for the FAA to provide a meaningful 

response.  The FAA analyzed the public comments and information received 
throughout the EIS process.  

  
Comment 2 The typical comments of “not requested by the sponsor” or “noted” simply is 

insufficient without any further clarification.  I and many others had hoped the FAA 
would do some reviews and independent work rather that depend on the sponsor’s 
sub contractor comments. 

  
Response This comment lacks sufficient specificity for the FAA to provide a meaningful 

response.  However, FAA does not believe that it responded to any comment with 
“not requested by the sponsor”.  If the Commentor is addressing comments regarding 
maintenance of PFN as a GA airport in conjunction with relocation to the West Bay 
site, the FAA considered this option and found that it did not pass the Level 1 
screening criteria as described in Section 3.4.5 of the FEIS.  The FAA cannot 
ascertain specifically to what the Commentor refers, however, the FAA has 
objectively and independently evaluated any information provided by the Airport 
Sponsor and its consultants in preparation of the EIS in accordance with 40 CFR 
Section 1506.5(a).   

  
Comment 3 The FEIS is deficient in many areas and the request by the public for a Supplemental 

EIS to address and inform all parties about the impact of the revisions found but not 
previously advised information in the FEIS is reasonable and, frankly, expected for 
such a major project. 

  
Response This comment lacks sufficient specificity for the FAA to provide a meaningful 

response, however, the FAA does not believe that any information was developed 
that would meet the CEQ standard for the development of a Supplemental EIS or 
affect the FAA’s choice among alternatives considered in the EIS. 

  
Comment 4 In addition to a Supplemental EIS, I request a reevaluation for the Separate 

Commercial and General Aviation Facilities alternative to a Level two review.  A 
Level Two review would, at a minimum, provide sufficient information to allow 
interested parties to understand the logic of the decisions as opposed to the present 
sponsor determined input. 

  
Response The FAA reviewed this proposal and found that it was not a reasonable alternative.  

This conclusion was based on the FAA’s independent judgment and was not limited 
to “Sponsor determined input”. 

  
Comment 5 “Noted” and “not requested by the sponsor” did not cut it in the FEIS as an answer to 

comments and will not cut it in any new documents. 
  



Wayne S. Whitaker 
I002   Individual Letter  

 
Response The Commentor expresses dissatisfaction with FAA reponses that consisted of 

“Comment noted”.  This response was provided in those instances where the 
Commentor expressed personal opinion or otherwise offered information to which 
the FAA could not provide a substantive response.  The FAA’s response of 
“Comment noted” indicates that the FAA has read and considered the comment. 
Regarding the comment that the FAA responded with “not requested by the 
sponsor”, FAA does not believe that it responded to any comment with this 
language.  See response to Comment 2 above. 
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Ms. Virginia Lane 28 June 2006 
Environmental Specialist 
FAA Orlando Ailport District Office 
5950 Hazeltine National Drive, Suite 400 
Orlando Florida 32822 

Re: 	Final Environmental Impact Statement 
Relocation of Panama City-Bay County International Airport\ 

Ms. Lane, 

As an active pilot and aircraft owner bascd at PFN, X would like to cxpress my concerns 
and disappointment regarding what I believe is a lack of due diligence exhibited by thc 
FAPI in regiards to thc relocation activity at PFN. Thc FAA response to public commcnts 
as given in response 5-5-80; "The FAA believes that the FElS objectively evaluates, 
considers and presents the Airport Sponsors proposed project and altcrnatives" is the 
problcm. 

The FAA did evaluate and consider ONLY the Airport: Sponsors viewpoints or 
determinations and did not do reasonable research and thcir own fact finding concernin 
comments alld alternativcs submined by the public as rcqucstcd, which 1believe is part of 
their responsibility to perform due diligence on a project of this magnitude. The typical.. 
comments of "not requested by The sponsor' or "noted" simply is insufficient without 
any hrthcr clarification. I and many othcrs had hoped the FAA would do some rcvicws 
and indepcndcnt work rather than depend on the sponsors' sub contractor comments. 
When considering the sponsor's attitude of "my mind's made up, don't confuse me with 
the facts" and considering that the sponsor is an appointed body with no public elected 
input, therefore being virtually untouchable and without public accountability, it is easy 
to see how the both the sponsor and the FAA can isolate themselves. Please recall the 
results ofthe non-binding referendum in which 55% stated no new airport, but only 45% 
were for the proposcd relocation. 

The current FAA Administrator, Marion Blakey, has stated that airports arc like national 
parks and should bc protected. Relocation is not protection and the actions of both the 
sponsor and the FAA as exhihitcd in the FEE would lead one to think the message hasn't 
gotten down to ail offices 
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The FElS is deficient in many arcas and the reque,st by the public for a Supplemeiltal E 
to address and inform all partics about the impact of the revisions found but not 
previously ndviscd information in the FEJS is reasonable and, frankly, expected for such 
a major project. In addition to a Supplemental EIS, I request a reevaluation for the --
Separate Commercial and General Aviation Facilities alternative to a Level two revicw. 
A Level Two rcview would, at a minimum, provide sufficient information to allow 
interastad partics to understand the logic of the decisions as opposed to the present 
sponsor determined input. 

I am sure you will receive comments from others regarding the present state of the airline 
industry, thc cnvirollmental impacts for thc proposed new airport and the rectification of 
thc "old'' airport property, to name a fcw, so 1will not repeat thcm here. "Noted" and 
"not requested by the sponsor" did not cut it in the FEIS as an answer to comments and 
will not cur it  in any ncw documents. 

Iii closing, it has becn said that reason and logic has no place in things political. There is 
an opportunity for the FAA to disprove that saying. 

Thank you, 

*/52d&A-J 

1012 Goose Bayou Road 
Lynn Haven, FL 32444 



Donald R. Hodges 
I003 Individual Letter 

 
Comment 1 1. FAA has not prepared the FEIS in good faith, because FAA’s course of conduct 

has arbitrarily and capriciously favored the Sponsor’s proposed project to the 
detriment of the objective process required by NEPA and FAA’s own policy. 
Specifically, 1) FAA is condoning an irregular sale of the existing airport property in 
advance of decommissioning the existing airport, an apparent violation or abuse of 
the FAA’s grant agreements; 2) FAA is contracting to relocate the VORTAC navaid 
to the new airport site before completing the NEPA process and issuing a Record of 
Decision; and 3) FAA has issued a “draft” siting study for a new Air Traffic Control 
Tower and has assured the Sponsor that the draft will not be changed by the NEPA 
process. Taken together, these FAA actions show that FAA is not conducting an 
objective environmental analysis and in fact has reached a conclusion and is acting 
improperly to implement the conclusion. 

  
Response The FAA has not condoned an irregular sale of the existing airport property in 

advance of decommissioning the existing airport.  The FAA’s decision regarding 
release of the airport from aeronautical uses and decommissioning of the existing 
airport has not been made at this time.  The FAA has merely followed appropriate 
procedures to review the Sponsor’s proposed action and disclose environmental 
impacts.  The decision reached in this ROD has not approved release or 
decommissioning of the existing airport that is a future action that will be made at 
the appropriate time.  Even when such a decision may be made, the Sponsor will still 
be required to comply with a grant assurances incurred through acceptance of federal 
grant in aid funds. 
 
The Commentor claims that FAA is contracting to relocate the VORTAC navaid to 
the new airport site before completing the NEPA process and issuing a Record of 
Decision; and that the FAA has issued a “draft” siting study for a new Air Traffic 
Control Tower and has assured the Sponsor that the draft will not be changed by the 
NEPA process.  The Commentor is mistaken.  The Airport Sponsor has undertaken 
planning level studies for VORTAC replacement and an air traffic control tower as 
they relate to the operation of the proposed new airport.  The FAA has not taken any 
such actions.  However, consideration of these navigational aids and air traffic 
control towers as it pertains to the proposal to relocate the airport in the NEPA 
process is fully appropriate.  See response to Comment 1-3-2 in Letter F004 
(Egginton) of Volume III of the FEIS. 
 
Contrary to the Commentor’s conclusions, the FAA’s consideration of the VORTAC 
and air traffic control tower are routine for planning and NEPA purposes.   

  
Comment 2 2. FAA has allowed the FEIS to be tainted by using the work product of consultants 

who have a financial interest in the outcome of the EIS/ROD. Although the 
consultants are not directly retained by the FAA, they have prepared the mitigation 
plan that is a material part of FEIS and the FAA’s decision process to select a 
preferred alternative. 

  
Response The FAA has objectively and independently evaluated any information provided by 

the Airport Sponsor and its consultants in preparation of the EIS in accordance with 
40 CFR Section 1506.5(a).  Furthermore, per CEQ regulations 40 CFR Section 
1506.1(d) “This section does not preclude development by applicant of plans or 
designs or performance of other work necessary to support an application for 
Federal, State, or local permits of assistance”.  The Sponsor’s preparation of a 
mitigation plan and the FAA’s independent evaluation and consideration of that plan 
is not only appropriate but contemplated under the CEQ regulations. 

  



Donald R. Hodges 
I003 Individual Letter 

 
Comment 3 3. FAA has allowed its prime EIS consultant to do almost $1 Million of professional 

services before funding or contract task orders were issued, and has allowed the 
consultant to claim reimbursement by making a proposal after the fact that represents 
the work as to be done in the future. This action accelerates the federal action to the 
detriment of objective analysis, and appears to be an irregular procurement. 

  
Response The timing of the Sponsor’s procurement process is irrelevant to the FAA’s objective 

analysis of the work products ultimately produced by the FAA’s prime consultant.  
The FAA developed the schedule of the EIS independent of the Sponsor’s local 
procurement process and the timing of that process.  Therefore, the timing of the 
funding for the professional services rendered by the consultants had no impact on 
the timing and objectivity of the FAA’s phased analysis of the Airport Sponsor’s 
proposed project. 

  
 



406 Haward Boulevard 
Lynn Haven , Florida 32444 
June 29.2008 

Inspector General 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
400 7th St. S.W., Room 9210 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed are my comments on the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the relocation of 
the Panama CitylBay County International Airport, Bay County, Florida. 

In the course of preparing these comments I found several matters that appear to be 
irregularities in the process FAA is following to complete this FEIS and to support the proposed 
federal action. 

Please investigate the following issues: 

1. FAA has not prepared the FElS in good faith, because FAA's course of conduct has 
arbitrarily and capriciously favored the Sponsor's proposed project to the detriment of the 
objective process required by NEPA and FAA's own policy. Specifically, 1) FAA is condoning 
an irregular sale of the existing airport property in advance of decommissioning the existing 
airport, an apparent violation or abuse of the FAA's grant agreements; 2) FAA is contracting to 
relocate the VORTAC navaid to the new airport site before completing the NEPA process and 
issuing a Record of Decision; and 3) FAA has issued a "draff" siting study for a new Air Traffic 
Control Tower and has assured the Sponsor that the draft will not be changed by the NEPA 
process. Taken together, these FAA actions show that FAA is not conducting an objective 
environmental analysis and in fact has reached a conclusion and is acting improperly to 
implement this conclusion. 

2. FAA has allowed the FElS to be tainted by using the work product of consultants who have 
a financial interest in the outcome of the EIS/ROD. Although the consultants are not directly 
retained by FAA, they have prepared the mitigation plan that is a material part of FElS and th 
FAA's decision process to select a preferred alternative. 

3. FAA has allowed its prime EIS consultant to do almost $1 Million worth of professional 
services before funding or contract task orders were issued, and has allowed the consultant to 
claim reimbursement by making a proposal after the fact that represents the work as to be 
done in the future. This action accelerates the federal action to the detriment of objective 
analysis, and appears to be an irregular procurement. 

These matters should be addressed promptly because FAA has announced it will issue a ROD 
in this matter by September 2006. Please provide me a copy of your findings. 

Donal@R. Hodges 




